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Synopsis
Using deep learning for undersampled reconstruction has shown advantages for structural MRI and dynamic MRI, but is not commonly used for fMRI. In
this work, we propose a neural network based reconstruction with temporal regularization to exploit the temporal redundancy of oscillating steady-state
fMRI images. With a factor of 6 undersampling, the proposed method outperforms other approaches such as cascade of convolutional neural networks
with high-resolution and high-quality fMRI results.

Introduction
Combining deep learning approaches with compressed sensing for undersampled MRI image reconstruction has the advantage of fast reconstruction
and improved accuracy, and has become popular in recent years . However, there is limited work on deep learning based reconstruction for fMRI time
series that exploits the temporal similarities/redundancy of fMRI images. In this work, we focus on a new fMRI acquisition method named “Oscillating
Steady-State Imaging (OSSI)” . It can provide higher SNR than standard GRE fMRI and has two time dimensions with di�erent dynamic patterns.We
propose a neural network based reconstruction with two levels of temporal regularization for the two time dimensions of OSSI fMRI. We show that
directly applying deep cascades of convolutional neural networks (CNNs)  to OSSI fMRI time series would substantially blur the functional signals, while
the proposed approach almost fully recovers the high-resolution structures and functional activation of the images with a factor of 6 acceleration.

Methods
OSSI acquisition uses balanced gradients with quadratic RF phase cycling with cycle length , accordingly, OSSI signal oscillates with a periodicity of 

TR. In OSSI fMRI, every image in a regular fMRI time course is acquired  times with di�erent oscillation patterns, and this fast repetition dimension
with length  is called “fast time”. The time dimension comparable to standard fMRI after combining every  images is called “slow time” as presented
in Fig. 1.  

The �rst level of temporal regularization is incorporated in the neural network architecture. We use cascades of 3 U-Nets  with data consistency as the
backbone of the network. Inspired by Yan LeCun , we impose temporal similarities of the fast time images using the convolutional recurrent layer at the
bottleneck of every U-Net unit. The hidden state for encoded representations of one fast time image is passed along to the next fast time frame as
illustrated in Fig. 2. The second level of temporal regularization is performed by modifying the inputs of the network. Because the neural network
optimization is non-convex, instead of using zero-�lled images as input, we concatenate two channels (real and imaginary) of zero-�lled images with two
channels (real and imaginary) of data shared images as the 4-channel input. The data shared images were reconstructed by combining retrospectively
undersampled k-space data of every 10 slow time points. 

We preprocessed the fMRI data by normalizing them using the maximum absolute value of data shared images. The single-coil k-space data were
simulated and undersampled using Cartesian sampling by a factor of 6 as in  from fully sampled OSSI fMRI data. The training data contains 220 sets of 

 = 10 2D fast time images from di�erent subjects/slices (data augmented by circularly shifting 22 image sets along fast time). The testing data has 1480
fast time images for a 200 s OSSI fMRI scan. The loss function is L1 norm of the di�erence between fully sampled images and the outputs of the network.
The functional task was a left/right reversing-checkerboard visual stimulus for 5 cycles (20 s L/20 s R). The network was trained end-to-end for 80 epochs.

Results
We compare the proposed undersampled reconstruction to fully sampled reconstruction, deep cascade of CNNs reconstruction , fMRI time-series
containing only data shared images, and CG-SENSE reconstruction initialized with data-shared images. As shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, the proposed
method outperforms other approaches with less residual in the di�erence maps for both fast and slow images, and provides higher quality functional
results including more accurate activation and temporal SNR maps, and cleaner time course. Quantitative evaluations including NRMSE values and ROC
curves for the time-series reconstructions are in FIg. 5. The proposed method provides the largest area under the ROC curve.

Conclusion
We proposed neural network based temporal regularization for OSSI fMRI reconstruction. With recurrent U-Nets for fast time regularization and slow
time data shared images as part of the input, our method presents high-quality fMRI results with aggressive undersampling (R = 6). Future work will be
focused on improving the network capacity for fast time regularization and multi-coil prospectively undersampled reconstruction.
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Figures

OSSI images with periodic oscillation patterns are structured along “fast time” and “slow time” dimensions. Every nc (e.g., nc = 10) fast time images are 2-
norm combined to generate fMRI images that are free of oscillations and comparable to standard GRE fMRI.

The proposed network that reconstructs nc = 10 fast time images as a sequence. The network combines U-Nets with a recurrent layer. The recurrent
layer “fw” is located at the bottleneck of the U-Net, and takes learned representations from the U-Net encoder and hidden states hi (i = 1, 2, ... , nc) from
the previous fast time to generate the hidden state for the next fast time frame. xi denotes zero-�lled fast time image, di denotes data shared image, and
yi denotes two-channel (real and imaginary) output image from the network.

Fast time images reconstructed using di�erent approaches and di�erence maps compared to the fully sampled reconstruction. Every nc fast time
images are 2-norm combined for fMRI analysis. Both before and combination, the proposed reconstruction presents less residual in the di�erence maps
than other methods.
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Functional results including activation maps, temporal SNR maps, and time courses. The proposed approach has well preserved functional signals with
similar activation map and time course to the fully sampled case.

Because the data shared images were reconstructed by combining k-space of every 10 slow time points, the time-series of data shared images were
generated by repeating each data shared image for 10 times along slow time.

NRMSE values for di�erent reconstructions compared to the fully sampled OSSI fMRI time series. ROC curves of di�erent reconstructions with fully
sampled activation at the lower third of the brain as ground truth. The proposed method outperforms other approaches with the largest area under the
ROC curve (lower left). The ROC curve of the proposed approach is also the closest to the top left corner, especially for the reasonable range with false
positive rate less than 0.05 (lower right).
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